
Affiliation Planning Gap

EMA Identify assets for central Illinois (by county) for emergency response (A contact list)

Who/how/when to contact who/how - we tend to operate in silos

EMA Bring in an actual CMS professional to go over changes in CMS EP Rule

EMA

I don't mind traveling to any location in the region for the meetings, but can we go some where with more 

comfortable chairs please.  Thank you for all you do

Training that talks about public information

The new administrative code is requiring EMA's to meet exercise/core capability standards that are greater than 

ever before.  Is there a way to do a multi-jurisdiction exercise?

New EOP requirements for what need to be included.  Can this group help with those?

EMA COOP planning - template, really could be a partnership among entities to complete

Evacuation planning strategies

I love to hear reports and lessons learned from real life events/incidents

EMA Discussion on alzheimers/autism

EMS Hands on with equipment from RMERT

EMS Not sure but thanks for having Dr. Olt speak, she was perfect for this audience

Elected Official - Education

This may be on website, but a list of the resources talked about by RMERT would be helpful - something that 

could be added to an emergency response plan

Hospital Stop the Bleed training

Hospital Review actual events that occur within their area - review strengths and weaknesses

Review decon training

Hospital Replaying and debriefing real life scenarios to learn from actual emergencies

LTC/SNF/LTAC

How soon do the materials covered at the meetings get put on the CIL-CARP website?  Can it be sooner? This 

question was written before the closing comments

How many participants from an organization to qualify as the organization participating in TTX/FSE?

Good job

Other Sharing crisis plans

How to develop a crisis plan

More tabletop exercise - okay too hard

Private Sector (Medical) Private sector planning for non-LTC facilities (transport/evac/exercising

Healthcare outpatient planning

Shelter-in-place/active shooter preparedness for non-hospital groups

Public Health Can we have more specific CMS Rule people on the agenda

Public Health Introductions when meeting starts; would like to know who is in the room

Public Health Communications between disciplines following incident

Public Health Management of volunteers - VRC's

Addressing needs of animals

Workgroup updates

Public Health Working to plan for shelters/rescues that take pets, what type of planning is required, tips/tricks

I'd like to do a multiple discipline TTE with this group as the meeting - mass fatality - like at PIA to involve 

coroners, emergency response, hospital initial response, PH role in disaster, first 24 hrs post disaster

Public Health Overall good, great speakers

Public Health Keep up the good work


